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1 Abstract

The Ontological Discovery Environment (ODE) provides an efficient structure for storage of gene and pheno-
type relations. The relations can be represented by a bipartite graph, where the gene and phenotype items
can be described as independent sets. By creating a phenome interdependency and similarity hierarchy
(PhISH), the bipartite graph can be used to generate a hierarchy shaped by the similarities found in the
properties of the graph nodes.

The first objective for this project involves extending the PhISH diagram concept by applying its approach
to other discrete data sets that can be represented with a bipartite graph, such as ontological terms and
published articles that reference these terms. We apply this procedure to a subset of PubMed abstracts and
mammalian phenotype ontological terms. The second objective for this project is to develop or implement
a tool that would reveal significant hierarchies in the data, since the true scope of interaction is unknown.
Bootstrapping is intended to reveal portions of the hierarchy that have stronger similarities to each other.
In combination with the PhISH diagram, the bootstrapped data can show what ontology terms have strong
similarities based on how they are encountered together in scientific abstracts.

2 Introduction

The Ontological Discovery Environment (ODE) provides an efficient structure for storage of gene and pheno-
type relations. The relations can be represented by a bipartite graph, where the gene and phenotype items
can be described as independent sets. By creating a phenome interdependency and similarity hierarchy
(PhISH), the bipartite graph can be used to generate a hierarchy shaped by the similarities found in the
properties of the graph nodes [1].

This project extends the PhISH diagram concept by applying its approach to other discrete data sets that
can be represented with a bipartite graph, such as ontological terms and published articles that reference
these terms. Since the ontological terms involved are already arranged in a hierarchical structure, it may
be possible to generate a similar ontological data hierarchy through the empirical hierarchies produced from
a PhISH tool. We apply this procedure to a subset of PubMed articles collected by accessing the OAI
database of articles. These articles reference different branches of biomedical science, and some of them
review experiments that can contain references to mouse phenotype ontological terms. By using a database
of scientific and biological articles, we have a good chance of seeing a graph that has edges connecting
ontological terms with abstracts.

The other objective for this project is to develop or implement a tool that would reveal significant graphs of
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the data, since the true scope of interaction is unknown. The phenome mapping generated from the ODE
site contains multiple rows of nodes, each row grouped by how many items exist inside each node. On a
closer look, each node represents a maximal biclique. These bicliques are searched for using a relatively fast
algorithm (O(dn2n)) [2], considering that the method is still NP-complete. The phenome map is based on the
connections between maximal bicliques that are subsets of a larger sized maximal biclique. The bootstrapping
is intended to reveal strong links in the bicliques, which indicate bicliques that have stronger similarities
to each other. In combination with the phenome map of ontology terms and abstracts, the bootstrapped
data can show what ontology terms have strong similarities based on how they are encountered together in
articles.

3 Methods

3.1 Database Setup

PostgreSQL is the database system chosen for maintaining the abstracts, as a full installation was already
provided on university servers. The database “OADB” can be constructed without any special options,
and it maintains the tables that hold abstracts and related data. The database “OADBsearch” can also
be constructed without any special options, and is initialized using the DataparkSearch engine. The engine
creates tables related to its search needs, and does not have to be manually managed.

For PostgreSQL access use in various programs, the libpq API (part of PostgreSQL) is used to access database
content. The connection component is a PGConn object, which maintains an active database connection, and
the PGresult object holds query results. The PQexec method executes queries, and PQresultStatus checks
the result of the previous query. The PQnfields, PQntuples, and PQgetvalue methods retrieve information
from the query results.

Table "pub_articles"

Column | Type | Modifiers

-------------+--------------------------+-----------

article_id | integer | not null

title | character varying(1200) |

description | character varying(23000) |

Indexes:

"pkey_article_id" PRIMARY KEY, btree (article_id)

Table "mp_go"

Column | Type | Modifiers

--------+---------+--------------------

go_id | bigint | not null default 0

depth | integer | not null default 0

Indexes:

"go_id_key" PRIMARY KEY, btree (go_id)

Table "mp_namelist"

Column | Type | Modifiers

-------------+------------------------+--------------------

namelist_id | bigint | not null default 0

go_id | bigint | not null default 0

name | character varying(200) |

Indexes:
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"namelist_id_pkey" PRIMARY KEY, btree (namelist_id)

Table "mp_parentlist"

Column | Type | Modifiers

---------------+--------+--------------------

parentlist_id | bigint | not null default 0

go_id | bigint | not null default 0

go_index | bigint | not null default 0

Indexes:

"parentlist_id_pkey" PRIMARY KEY, btree (parentlist_id)

Table "mp_freqfull"

Column | Type | Modifiers

-------------+---------+-----------

ff_id | bigint | not null

namelist_id | bigint |

article_id | bigint |

freq | integer |

Indexes:

"mp_freqfull_pkey" PRIMARY KEY, btree (ff_id)

The mp freqfull table is meant to keep a list of word frequencies, but was used for scoring terms found in
the abstracts. The names used in the table reflect the original use, and some of the names could be renamed
to reflect the scoring data. By default, these tables exist in the public schema of the PostgreSQL database.

The database requires approximately 1.5 gigabytes of space to contain the abstracts used in this project,
which was solely text data. The search database requires upwards of 8 gigabytes to contain the indexing
needed to search for ontology terms.

3.2 OAIHarvest2 - Metadata Harvesting

Pubmed articles are available on the http://pubmed.gov site. The articles focus on different aspects of
biomedical research. To simplify the collection of data, only abstracts are needed from the site.

The OAIHarvester2 application
http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/past/orprojects/harvester2/harvester2.htm

contains a framework for collecting information kept by the Pubmed site. OAIHarvester2’s function is based
on the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) protocol for harvesting metadata (OAI-PMH). Accessing a website
using OAI-PMH requires input in the form of a URL. The URL is submitted in the form of a HTTP
GET or POST method, where the POST method is not limited in the size of the arguments being passed.
This URL contains the address of the page handling requests, which is provided by Pubmed in its OAI
information section. Attempting to access the URL alone will return an error encoded in XML. The URL
is connected with a question mark to the set of GET/POST options that manipulate the set of records
to be returned. The main options that are of concern are the starting and ending dates for the records,
along with a placeholder option called a resumption token. This token allows records to be retrieved in
portions compared to attempting to download the entirety of the record database. It also is useful in setting
restrictions on bandwidth usage by a specific connection at one time.

The request sent to a database using the OAI-PMH needs at least a verb and a metadata prefix. The
verb indicates the type of action to be sent to the server. For the purpose of collecting abstracts, only the
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ListRecords verb is needed. The metadata prefix indicates the type of data being downloaded, and it is
kept at the default of “oai dc” for downloading the abstracts. To narrow the range of results returned, a
set of dates can be sent with the request by using the from and until options. The dates are specified in
a yyyy-mm-dd format. Since the server can limit the amount of records obtainable in one request, it can
also send back a marker for recording its current position in the list of records. The OAI-PMH refers to the
marker as a resumption token. This token can be used by forming another request including only itself and
the original verb used. The records returned will continue to return resumption tokens until the end of the
record list is encountered.

The application performing the abstract collection was created with Java in Eclipse, and is based on an
example program that was included with the OAIHarvester2 framework. It consists of one class, “RawWrite,”
which was modified slightly, and performs all the needed activities: sending requests, receiving a response,
and sending output to a file.

There are 4 different methods defined. The main method processes the options and sets up a running
thread for sending requests. It calls the getOptions method to take the string of parameters given at
runtime, parse out recognizable commands, and insert them into a HashMap for the main function. The
main function then retrieves these parameters from the HashMap. If no required arguments can be found
from the parameter list, then an exception is thrown. The URL is presumed to be the first item that does
not have an associated option flag set. The HashMap is then checked for the following option flags: -out,
-from, -until, -metadataPrefix, -resumptionToken, and -setSpec. If the metadataPrefix option is not found,
it defaults to the string “oai dc,” which is enough for the use of the program in retrieving records from the
Pubmed archive. The options are stored to string variables named similarly to the option flags mentioned
above. The resumptionToken variable is checked for its value, and then starts one of the two run methods.
If the resumptionToken variable is not null, the run method containing URL, resumption token and output
stream parameters is called. Otherwise, the run method containing the URL, from, until, metadataPrefix,
setSpec, and output stream variables is called. In both branches of the resumptionToken check, the output
stream is initialized to output to a file if it was specified in option flags, otherwise the standard output
is used. After either run method completes, the output file is closed and the time it finished execution is
printed out before exiting.

Both run methods take the necessary parameters relating to the commands needed to form a valid request.
The first run method takes parameters in the form of the URL, the starting date, the ending date, the
metadata prefix, a set specification, and the output stream. The method begins by writing a XML header
to the output stream. Each of the lines are explicitly converted to UTF-8 bytes before they are sent to
the output stream. The header includes the XML version, a <harvest> tag to indicate the beginning of
the set of records, the metadata format (“oai dc”), and the set specification if they were specified. After
these are written, a ListRecords object belonging to the OAIHarvester2 API is initialized using the method
parameters. The ListRecords object constructs the full URL needed, sends the request, and temporarily
stores the results returned from the server. The ListRecords object is checked for errors using its member
function getErrors, and it prints out any errors that are encountered in the use of the object. If no errors are
found, the records retrieved are printed out to the output stream. If a resumption token was returned with
the records, it is announced to the console. If there was no token, the ListRecords object is set to null. The
resumption token, if it exists, is used to construct a new ListRecords object. The initialization of the new
object will cause a new request to be sent to the database, starting the request loop again. As a precaution,
an exception handler was added to delay a retry by 5 seconds if a connection error was encountered. The
ListRecords output and reinitialization loop continues until no resumption token is encountered, or if an
error is encountered in the data returned from the database. At this point, it will close the <harvest> tag
and return.

The other run method receives parameters including the URL, resumption token, and the output stream.
The intention of this method is to continue a previous record collecting attempt. Since the resumption token
is returned with each successful ListRecords request, the process can be stopped and continued as needed.
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Unlike the other run method, it immediately initializes the ListRecords object using only the base URL and
the resumption token. The initialization will cause the request to be built and sent, and the method enters a
loop that operates exactly like the first run method. The loop exits on the condition that the ListRecords has
no more resumption tokens, or it encounters an error. The method then closes the <harvest> tag implied
by the use of this second run method.

For this project, the application was used to collect the abstracts needed for the indexing program. The URL
used was http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/oai/oai.cgi, and the verb used was “ListRecords.” The from
date was 1999-01-01, and the until date was 2008-12-31, which covers ten years of abstracts from the Pubmed
database. The metadata prefix remained as “oai dc” by default. No set grouping option was used to modify
the set of abstracts retrieved. The program was run with some interruptions, but it completed and generated
a XML file that was parsed with the following program. For reference, the abstracts collected can even be seen
as XML in a browser if the correctly formed URL is given: http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/oai/oai.
cgi?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=oai_dc&from=1999-01-01&until=2008-12-31, and the URL needed
to continue retrieving abstracts with a resumption token would appear as http://www.pubmedcentral.

nih.gov/oai/oai.cgi?verb=ListRecords&resumptionToken=, where the token is inserted at the end of
the string.

3.3 Metadata XML Parser

After the abstract data has been collected, the abstracts need to be parsed in order to have the information
easily accessible to other programs. The structure of the XML file was based on the content stored in the
database for the abstracts. For the Pubmed abstracts, each entry is contained in a oai dc tag. Inside the tag
are multiple tags describing the information about the abstract. These include the title, creators, description,
publisher, identifier, type, language, and rights. The title is the title of the abstract’s article. The creator
tag can be used multiple times, and each tag contains one author. The description contains the contents
of the abstract that is needed for the next step. The publisher is the group responsible for publishing the
article. The identifier is a URL reference to the Pubmed website for accessing information about the article.
The type indicates what format the data is in, which is “Text” for the abstracts. The language tag indicates
the language of the article, which is english for the articles collected. The rights tag contains the copyright
information for the article.

The OAIHarvester2 program generated the XML containing the abstracts and kept the tags on separate
lines, making it easier for a program to parse out the data contained in the tags. The program required an
input file and an output file. For each iteration, a line was read from the input file, and it was checked for the
“<identifier>” string. If it was found, its location in the string was kept and the index of the “</identifier>”
string was searched for as well. After splitting the string across a colon delimiter, the last token is kept as
the ID number. The program then enters an inner loop which terminates upon finding the line containing
the closing tag “</oai dc:dc>”. During the inner loop, a new line is retrieved from the input file. If the tag
“<dc:title>” is found, the program retrieves and stores the string between the opening and closing tags. If
the tag “<dc:description>” is found, the string contents between the opening and closing tags are stored
as well. After the data is collected for one abstract, the condensed information (id, title, description) are
written to the output file. The outer loop terminates when the end of the input file is reached.

3.4 Converting Metadata to SQL

A small program is needed to create the SQL statements needed to insert the items extracted from the OAI-
PMH XML file. The program’s input are the input and output filenames to be used. A PGConn object is
created in order to use the SQL escaping features of the connection object. Text output is sent to the output
file. The output starts by inserting a BEGIN statement to start a transaction, along with the beginning of
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a multiple line INSERT statement. The main loop iterates over a line read from the input file. A counter is
kept that checks which of 3 states it is in. The line is checked for a numerical value in the first state, and
added to the INSERT statement. The second state adds the SQL-escaped version of the title string to the
statement. The last state adds the SQL-escaped version of the description string to the SQL statement and
closes that particular line. The counter for states increases at this point and is kept within the three state
values. The loop terminates after all lines have been processed. A COMMIT statement is added at the end
of the output file.

3.5 Converting Ontology Data to SQL

The text output from the parser for the ontology needs to be converted into SQL statements. Similar to
the OAI to SQL program, the program takes as input the filenames for input and output files. A PGConn
object is used as well to provide SQL escaping. The output begins by printing the BEGIN command for a
transaction. The main loop iterates through each line of the input file. When a non-empty line is found, an
inner loop is entered. A counter tracks which portion of an abstract entry is being handled. For the first
state, the line is read as a number indicating the term ID. The second state reads the line as the name for
the term. For the third state, a filler string “###” is checked first. If it is found, this state is skipped.
Otherwise, the string is split by spaces, and the list of hierarchy parents is read from the tokens collected
from the split. Any other data before an empty line is found is added to the synonym list. This inner loop
terminates when an empty string is encountered. If a term was successfully found, an INSERT statement is
prepared, and for each synonym and name for a specific term, an INSERT statement is made for inserting
into the mp namelist table. For each hierarchy parent in the term, an INSERT statment is made for inserting
into the mp parentlist table.

3.6 Parsing the Mammalian Phenotype Ontology

Parsing the ontology required a program that stripped certain data out of the ontology structure. Each
entry was grouped with the string “[Term]”, allowing relevant information to be obtained by grouping the
following lines under a specific term. Of the items present in the ontology file, the ID, name, synonym, “is
a,” and “is obsolete” properties are of importance. The ID indicates which MP number it has; each number
is unique to a specific term. The name is the word or words used to describe a specific term. The synonym
list contains phrases that are related enough to the original name that they can be used as a substitute
name for that term. The “is a” property indicates where in the hierarchy the term exists. Using the “is a”
property, the terms can be traced back to the first term on the list, mammalian phenotype. For the purpose
of parsing, the “is obsolete” property indicates that the term can be excluded from the list of terms to be
searched later. Each term item ends with an empty line.

The parsing program takes as input an input file and an output file. The input file is opened and is iterated
through until the end of file is reached. During each iteration, a line is read from the input file and split by
space (“ ”) into smaller portions. The first available token is checked for the “[Term]” string, and if found,
enters another parsing loop. Inside the parsing loop, another line is read from the input file and tokenized
into smaller pieces. If the first token contains the “id:” or “name:” header, then the value after the label
is parsed and stored. If the first token contains the synonym header, the first set of quoted information is
stored. If the first token contains the “is a” header, it is added to a vector which can contain as many parent
items as needed. If the obsolete label is encountered, then a flag for the term is set and the process breaks
out of the inner loop. The normal exit condition for the inner loop is encountering the guaranteed empty
line at the end of a term definition.

After the data for a term has been collected and the inner loop has terminated, the obsolete flag is checked
and the data is discarded if the flag is set. Otherwise, the collected data is printed out on separate lines in
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the order of ID, name, hierarchy parents, and then synonyms. This outer loop terminates when the end of
the input file is reached.

The input to this program is the ontology file associated with the mammalian phenotype. The output is a
set of condensed lines of text containing only relevant information for the PostgreSQL database, which needs
further modification before inserting into a table.

3.7 DataparkSearch Engine Indexer

After the abstracts have been inserted into the database, some method is needed to search through them.
The DataparkSearch engine was used to index the abstracts and generate rankings for all words encountered
in the articles. The engine is open source and can be found at http://www.dataparksearch.org/.

For usage, the source was compiled under the Baylor Myer server (Red Hat), and Linux Mint (Ubuntu
related). There are a lot of options for changing how the scoring method works, but they are left as defaults
when the source is configured. The build required the use of gcc and make. Since the PostgreSQL database
was used by both systems, the configure script required the –with-pgsql option to allow for PostgreSQL
access. If desired, other database support can be configured at this stage. The “make” and “make install”
commands were used after configuration was complete.

Once compiled, the search tables are set up. The indexer.conf file needs some modifications in order to be
used in the context of loading abstracts from a database instead of web pages. The engine refers to this as the
virtual URL scheme. Some extra commands are specified to process a database as a web site. These include
HTDBAddr, which specifies the database connection; HTDBList, the SQL query to collect the records in the
table used for indexing; HTDBLimit, the amount of items that can be retrieved per query; and HTDBDoc
retrieves a specific record from the database.

A search template can be set up at this point. For simple usage, the search.htm template included with
the installation already contains the basics needed for a search page. There are HTML comments in the
template which require valid properties to be included, and the main one that needs to be modified is the
database connection argument.

To populate the chosen database, the indexer program is run with the -Ecreate option. This sets up tables
in the destination database specified by the indexer.conf. These tables manage the indexed words, and the
crc-multi option creates a set of ndict tables labeled from 2 to 16 and 32. The url and urlinfo table maintains
the connections between the words and the abstracts they are in.

3.8 Searching Abstracts

After the abstracts were indexed by the DataparkSearch engine, they were ready to be searched for related
terms. A search.cgi program was included as an example on how to use the search engine. This program
was modified for use in making searches based on database queries.

The modified version of the search engine CGI is used to search for the ontotological terms within the
set of abstracts in the database. It is modeled off of the search.c source included as an example with the
DataparkSearch engine source code. Some of the search.c variables are maintained in order to access the
search API. The libpq API is used to maintain a connection to the database when retrieving and storing
search information. A frequency table was set up in the database to manage results of the searches.

Some existing structures from the DataparkSearch engine were needed. The DPS AGENT structure handles
the search query, contains the query options, and returns a DPS RESULT structure when a query is sent.
The DPS VARLIST is a C-style implementation of a hash table, and can hold up to 256 variable names
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(string mapped to value). The DPS ENV holds environment variable related items. A search.htm file acts
as a template for the search.c interface, and the comment area of the HTML holds information on how to
access the database. The file itself is a PHP file.

First, a connection is established with the database server. Any errors encountered when dealing with the
database server at the beginning of this program will cause the program to terminate. After the connection
is successfully established, a SELECT COUNT statement is used on the mp namelist table to obtain the
size of the namelist for the purpose of knowing how many iterations to make. The PQnfields method is used
to retrieve how many fields the table has, and the actual count is obtained from the first field in the first
row returned from the PQgetvalue method. Next, another SELECT command is used to get the most recent
row out of the frequency table (order by table ID descending). This makes sure that the counter for result
frequencies can be correctly set when starting the main loop later. If a row is found, then the values are
retrieved with PQgetvalue and stored in a table ID counter and a name ID counter. Otherwise, the values
for the two variables are set to zero.

A character string was initialized, mimicking a normal HTTP GET request, so that the search engine had
a string that could be used to initialize its internal variables. A DPS ENV variable (“Env”) is initialized
with a call to DpsEnvInit. If memory cannot be allocated to it, then the program aborts. A variable list
that is a structure based on the DataparkSearch API is allocated at this point with the DpsVarListInit
method. An agent variable (DPS AGENT) is then allocated with the DpsAgentInit method, receiving
the Env variable as a parameter. The variable list “query vars” (DPS VARLIST) is populated with the
character string containing a fake GET request. The DPS AGENT variable has a template loaded into it
via the DpsTemplateLoad method. The template is a HTML file normally used for the search.cgi, but it
also contains settings that are read and stored by the engine API.

The main loop is entered, with a terminating condition of a counter reaching the size of the mp namelist
table row count that was stored earlier. The loop advances 100 terms at a time. A SELECT statement
is used to get the next 100 terms from the mp namelist table, offset from the point of the current counter
variable. If no entries are found, the loop condition is checked. For each row found from the term list query,
checks are done on the term. A flag is set if the search term is only one word long. Various variables are
set in the DPS AGENT variable declared earlier. The “ps” label indicates the amount of results set to one
page, which is set to 100. The “p” label indicates what page, starting with 1, of the results being shown.
The “sp” and “sy” indicate spelling and synonym options, both of which are disabled with a value of 0. The
“q” label stores the phrase being searched for, which is set to the current term. The DpsFind method is
called, and the actual search is performed. Some variables tracking the current result page and current item
being processed are declared at this point. A do-while loop is entered, and the database connection begins a
transaction for storing results. A check is done on the database connection to see if the database responded
to the transaction start, and if an error is encountered, the database connection is re-established and the
transaction started again.

After the transaction has started, a loop is entered until the DPS RESULT variable maintaining search
results is empty. Each search has at most 100 results. The DpsVarListFindStr method attempts to find
a variable name from the given DPS VARLIST and returns a specified default string if the name is not
found. The “URL” and “Score” items are retrieved using the method, with defaults being “htdb:/0” and
“0” respectively. The score value is a float stored as a written number. This is multiplied by 1000 and
converted to an integer. A simple check is put in to prevent any strange cases where the search results aren’t
cleared correctly. When this happens, the search results will repeat one item into all of its result slots. If
the single word search flag is set, the score is inflated by 250, since the single word searches have a low score
due to lack of context compared to multiple word searches. The score is scaled so that it can be stored
as an integer, with a maximum of 50000 (50% relevance). An INSERT statement is formed containing a
unique ID, term ID, abstract ID, and score. The term ID comes from the current term being searched for,
the abstract ID comes from the DPS VARLIST in the results for the search, along with the score that was
calculated earlier. The command is then executed, and the loop is checked for an exit case for low score
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values. A counter advances to the next set of results to retrieve, and runs the DpsFind method again to
populate the results with more content. After all entries for a specific term are inserted, the transaction is
completed with an END statement. All variables are freed at the end of the main loop.

3.9 Converting Search Results (Bipartite Graph) to Bicliques

After the data from the search queries was stored in the database, a new table is created to condense the
data. Essentially, the score table was selected against the list of names and the list of terms, in order to get
a table containing only terms. Each term could possibly have more than one name or synonym attached
to it, so the highest scoring pair was selected from each group of names. The result is a table representing
a bipartite graph (A-B) where group A is a collection of ontology term IDs, and group B is a collection of
scientific abstract IDs.

3.10 Locating Maximal Bicliques

The data stored in the biclique table is sent to a file using a COPY TO statement from the database. The
premise of finding maximal bicliques is based on the maximal biclique algorithm mentioned above [2]. The
implementation is done in C++. The Standard Template Library (STL) is used to hold the variably-sized
groups of data. Some methods were created to deal with intersecting STL sets. The count intersect method
takes as input the two sets to be compared, and returns the count of items that were equal to each other.
The count is taken by iterating through both sets: whenever set A’s iterator has a value higher than the
set B’s iterator, B’s iterator is incremented until both match or vice versa until an iterator finishes iterating
through a set. The intersect method takes the two sets and an output set and does the same as the counting
method, but it inserts a value into the output set for each intersection.

The main method takes as input the filenames for the input and output files. Two sets of integers are
declared according to the algorithm for finding maximal bicliques. A loop is used to read in each line of the
bipartite graph data. The left and right parts of the line read in are stored into the sets, where each set
holds one side of the bipartite graph. A map object for integer to set is used to map ontology term IDs to
abstract IDs. Only existing terms will have a mapped set of integers pointing to abstract IDs. After the
input file is read, other sets are created with names used in the algorithm (L, R, P, Q), and the recursive
algorithm is called.

The recursive algorithm method is based on the pseudocode used to describe the biclique algorithm, and
certain terms were replaced with STL sets. The map.find method was used on the termID to abstractID
to retrieve the set to be intersected with the main abstractID set. The count intersect method was used to
check for the presence of any intersections as needed by the algorithm. A method was used to collect all
relations found into a container, so that the results would be sorted when they were printed out at the end
of the program execution.

3.11 Generating Random Graphs

To compare bootstrapping performance, random graphs were generated to test the connectivity of non-
ontological based graphs. One method involved generating completely random pairs (random A with random
B) as a bipartite graph. The other method used precalculated random values for each item in the two sets
and then using a threshold to retain a pair that had a value within the threshold after having both item’s
random values multiplied together. The output file consisted of a bipartite graph. The file can be converted
into a set of bicliques by using the maximal biclique finding program.
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3.12 Bootstrapping Maximal Bicliques

The biclique generator’s output is used here. The bootstrapper takes in as input the biclique finder’s output
and various parameters defining bootstrapping iterations and output methods. These include -o, selecting
an output file; -t, selecting the amount of threads to be used; -name, selecting a file that provides names for
the terms; -i, selecting the amount of bootstrap iterations and the bootstrapping percent; -print, printing out
a graph from top to bottom; and -printbranch, printing out a graph that branches between all connections.
The output from the program consists of multiple files indicating connections between bicliques, similar to
the phenome map generator from the ODE tools.

The implementation of the bootstrapping portion performs random selection with replacement. This is
important, since the non-replacement version is essentially a jackknife technique. The bootstrap is different
than a permutation test as well. A permutation test only randomizes the edge connections between vertices in
the original graph. The bootstrap pretends that the sample taken is a random sample of the total population
of bicliques available. This also affects the sets that are tested during each iteration: some bicliques may be
selected more than once, leading to a smaller pool of unique items to be iterated through. This will cause
some results to appear with a value less than if a jackknife technique was used. The bootstrapper randomizes
the vertices kept for a certain iteration, as opposed to edges. By using vertices, the interconnecting biclique
structure can be kept. An edge bootstrap would create a biclique structure that would be difficult to relate
to the original structure.

The Biclique class acted as a container for the data stored per biclique. A set for integers was used to hold
ontology term IDs; a set of integers was used to hold abstract IDs; an integer to hold the size of the term ID
set for quick reference; and a group of sets of pointers to other biclique structures for connections between
parents and children. Each object also had its own ID for tracking purposes.

The DirectedLink class acted as a container referencing each directed edge connecting bicliques. The variables
needed were a start ID and an end ID for tracking the endpoints of an edge, and a counter for tracking
iterations.

The BipartiteData class contains all the methods and variables associated with maintaining a set of bicliques
and the relevant bootstrapping data. It contained a mapping for holding each DirectedLink and Biclique;
maps linked to pointers for referencing bicliques grouped by size; and sets of integers were maintained to
track which terms were being used for each iteration.

The loadTermNames method loads a file based on the input filename. It reads one line at a time from
the file until the end of file is reached. Each line is parsed to remove tabs and newlines. If the tokenized
string has only one token or none, it is skipped. The first two tokens otherwise are loaded into the mapping
of ontology term IDs to strings representing names. If more than one name exists for a given term, then
the term mapping only keeps the first one given. The loadBicliques method reads an input file for the
biclique list. The connectBicliques method creates the connections to bicliques with related features. The
recurConnect method recursively performs the connection-making on the bicliques so that all lower nodes
make the needed connections. The connectLinks creates the DirectedLink objects associated with the edges.
The iterateLinks method performs the bootstrapping iterations, along with randomizeTerms for creating a
subset of terms for bootstrapping. The outputDot and branchOutputDot methods set up the nodes that will
be output into a dot file. The connectNodes methods recursively add items to the printable list of bicliques.
The clearLinks method resets the counter for the DirectedLink objects so that they can be used again in a
new set of iterations.

The main function collects the arguments and sets up the loop that performs each experiment. The biclique
file is loaded, along with the file that contains names for terms, if it is available. If no threading option is
specified, the program would try to guess how many cores were available. Each loop involves setting up the
set of threads to be used, and splitting iterations evenly between each one. Each thread maintains its own
memory for processing each iteration, and retains a pointer to read-only data, such as the list of bicliques or
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the list of edges. After a set of iterations completes, all print options given will be used to print out groups
of files that contain the bicliques, their connections, and their bootstrap probabilities.

4 Usage Guide

This section provides instructions for generating bootstrap data from the beginning. The programs range in
languages from C, C++, to Java.

The Harvester class is based on the OAIHarvester2 example application RawWrite.java. In order to obtain
the same records, the following parameters are needed: “-from 1999-01-01 -until 2008-12-31 -out harvest.xml
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/oai/oai.cgi.” The program will run until it no longer receives
resumptionTokens for further abstracts. The run time is expected to take around two days, so running it on
a weekend works better for the website’s request of keeping high load on the weekends. There are about 1.5
million abstracts expected from the XML output, with 800,000 containing actual content.

The ontology data can be obtained from http://www.informatics.jax.org. The ontology parser is used
by giving it the input (ontology file) and output files (temporary file). The temporary file is used in the SQL
parser, again with input and output file parameters, to get the SQL needed for the table. This would then
be inserted into the mp go table.

The Harvester XML can be parsed using the XML abstract parser, using parameters for the input and
output files (./pubmed parser in.txt out.txt). The resulting text can be converted to SQL statements with
the pubmed sql program (./pubmed sql in.txt out.sql). The output file can be inserted into the pub articles
table. Since some abstracts are blank, they can be removed. Almost half the archive appears to have empty
abstracts.

The database indexer can be simply run as “./indexer” after configuring the database access parameters.
The expected completion time can range up to one to three days. Its execution can be stopped and started
as necessary. Searching the database for terms requires at least two days as well, and can be stopped at any
time. The database checks its most recent entry in order to continue near where it left off.

Once the terms are searched, there is a table containing the resulting scores. The scores are used to condense
the terms found into a term-abstract bipartite graph. A new table is created by selecting for unique pairs of
terms found with abstracts. This table can be copied to a file, which becomes tab-delimited. The maximal
biclique finder is used on this input file, and it outputs the bicliques into an output file.

The bootstrapper can be used by invoking it similarly to these parameters: “bicliquefile basefilename -i
”10000 .5” -print -1”. The basefilename for output indicates the beginning portion of the output file names.
The iteration and percent are tacked onto the end of the base name, along with which type of output is being
printed currently. “-print” will print out diagrams of nodes branching downward only. “-printbranch x y”
will print out a branched diagram with a floor of nodes of size y. Execution time depends on the amount
of CPUs/cores available, and size of ontology/abstract combinations. The dot files that are output can be
rendered using Graphviz.

To perform the bootstrapping, the maximal biclique file needs to be generated. If a file containing labels
for the terms is present, it needs to be in the format “termID(tab)label”. The bootstrapper at the least
needs the input file name and output filename root. The program will append iteration and printout data
to the end of the output filename (e.g. if the output file is “mp”, the output files will be written as
“mp 10000 .5 b0 file 1.dot”, showing 10000 iterations with a .5 modifier was used, and the “b” representing
a branched output. The iteration parameter is usually quoted, so that the iteration and bootstrap ratio are
loaded correctly (“100 .5” for 50% bootstrap for 100 iterations, or “1000 .25 1000 .5” for 25% bootstrap for
one run, and then 50% for the second run). A typical run can appear as:
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Bootstrapper.exe mpbicliquefile mpoutput -i "1000 .5 5000 .5 10000 .5" -printbranch 0 0

The program would run 3 sets of iterations: 1000 at 50%, 5000 at 50%, and 10000 at 50%. The output files
from the first set would be named similar to “mp 1000 .5 b0 file 1.dot”, and so on. The branching dot files
reveal more about the general shape of the whole graph, while the straight graphs (nonbranching with -print
option) are easier to render.

5 Results

5.1 Abstract searches

The abstracts that were searched using the DataparkSearch engine revealed that out of 800,000 available
articles, only 150,000 had related content to the set of ontology terms that were searched. Some of the
searches were partially invalid due to the naming of some of the ontology terms, such that some special
characters may have prevented some searches.

Out of the 300,000+ matches encountered, only 225,000 were kept as unique term-abstract pairings due to
the existence of synonyms for some term names. This was necessary, since the bipartite graph only required
the appearance of one term to abstract link.

5.2 Bootstrapping

The bootstrapper was run against the bicliques (18,000 nodes) formed from the term-abstract pairings, with
iterations of 100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000 over bootstrap values of 25%, 50%, and 75%. Running times
for the first three iteration sets were measurable in seconds. The last two iteration sizes required nearly an
hour to complete. Bootstrapping a subset containing the largest biclique required only 15 minutes for all
iteration sets and bootstrap values. The results of the bootstrapping can be made available in branching and
nonbranching forms. The nonbranching diagram is easier to read for a specific node and its children. The
branching diagram shows all possible connections, and can be difficult to render properly. A SVG viewer
opening the file can require up to or more than 1 GB of RAM on the computer.

Examining the groupings, the largest biclique is examined first. The terms that it contains are:

MPTerm266:abnormal heart morphology

MPTerm1636:irregular heartbeat

MPTerm2626:increased heart rate

MPTerm2795:dilated cardiomyopathy

MPTerm5312:pericardial effusion

MPTerm5330:cardiomyopathy

MPTerm5372:life span-post-weaning/aging

MPTerm5373:lethality-postnatal

MPTerm5374:lethality-prenatal/perinatal

MPTerm5385:cardiovascular system phenotype

MPTerm6046:atrioventricular valve regurgitation

MPTerm6138:congestive heart failure

(1 articles)

MPTerm266:abnormal heart morphology
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MPTerm5372:life span-post-weaning/aging

MPTerm5373:lethality-postnatal

MPTerm5374:lethality-prenatal/perinatal

MPTerm5385:cardiovascular system phenotype

(6 articles)

Figure 1: The hierarchy under a specific node (in this case, the largest biclique) in the bootstrapped graph.
Blue lines indicate nodes that were connected with an edge that had a value of over .5 after bootstrapping.
The bootstrap value was 50%, with 10,000 iterations done.

Figure 2: An example render of the branched version of the bootstrap data, as seen in Inkscape. This image
is only a roughly 5-7% portion of the full graph.

Most of the terms used inside this specific node are related to heart irregularities. The (1 articles) notation
indicates that only one article abstract contains all of the above terms. Children of this node will contain
subsets of the large set of terms, along with other terms it inherits from other parents not seen in the
nonbranching diagram. Its bootstrapping connections indicate that it has a high retention rate of the nodes
it connects to. The probabilities range from 70-90%, above average for a bootstrap done at a 50% rate. This
is due to its connections to nodes that are farther down the hierarchy than just one level. As the nodes
are traced farther down the generated hierarchy, more articles will be found to be similar with the group
of terms in each lower node. Nodes at the lowest points of the hierarchy can contain up to 10000 related
abstracts, due to only one term being searched for.

The following three pictures trace a walk from the top of one node’s hierarchy down to the smallest nodes.
The full picture of this one tree is scaled down to fit the width of the page.
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Figure 3: A small cutout of the graph of the bootstrap. The node is labeled with the names of the terms
that were found together.
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Figure 4: Another small cutout of the graph of the bootstrap. The blue and red lines can be seen here. The
.33 values indicate that roughly one out of each three iterations contained the edge during the bootstrap.
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Figure 5: Another small cutout of the same graph, but reaching to the bottom of the graph. The edge values
dropped to values between .25 to .1. As the amount of vertices in each node becomes smaller, each iteration
will be less likely to maintain the vertices that nodes near the bottom connect with.
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Figure 6: The data for edges above the 25% threshold in the main experiment bootstrap. This bipartite
graph contains 1866 and 153496 vertices, and 225266 edges.
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Figure 7: The data for edges above the 50% threshold in the main experiment bootstrap. This bipartite
graph contains 1866 and 153496 vertices, and 225266 edges.
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Figure 8: The data for edges above the 75% threshold in the main experiment bootstrap. This bipartite
graph contains 1866 and 153496 vertices, and 225266 edges.
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Figure 9: The data for edges above the 25% threshold in the subset of the main experiment bootstrap. This
bipartite graph contains 669 and 19729 vertices, and 47542 edges.
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Figure 10: The data for edges above the 50% threshold in the subset of the main experiment bootstrap.
This bipartite graph contains 669 and 19729 vertices, and 47542 edges.
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Figure 11: The data for edges above the 75% threshold in the subset of the main experiment bootstrap.
This bipartite graph contains 669 and 19729 vertices, and 47542 edges.
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Figure 12: The data for edges above the 25% threshold in the randomly generated dataset bootstrap. This
bipartite graph contains 1866 and 65965 vertices, and 86000 edges.
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Figure 13: The data for edges above the 50% threshold in the randomly generated dataset bootstrap. This
bipartite graph contains 1866 and 65965 vertices, and 86000 edges.
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Figure 14: The data for edges above the 75% threshold in the randomly generated dataset bootstrap. This
bipartite graph contains 1866 and 65965 vertices, and 86000 edges.
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Figure 15: The data for edges above the 25% threshold in the permutation dataset bootstrap. This bipartite
graph contains 1866 and 118117 vertices, and 225266 edges.
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Figure 16: The data for edges above the 50% threshold in the permutation dataset bootstrap. This bipartite
graph contains 1866 and 118117 vertices, and 225266 edges.
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Figure 17: The data for edges above the 75% threshold in the permutation dataset bootstrap. This bipartite
graph contains 1866 and 118117 vertices, and 225266 edges.

The graphs depicted above show the ratio of the edges connecting bicliques under the threshold used for
the bootstrapper (0.5). The connections above threshold are represented in the dot files as blue colored
edges. As the iterations increase, the connections under threshold increase. This is due to the iterations
weeding out nodes that happened to gain extra points from random selection. As the iterations increase, it
becomes more likely that the selections will become more evenly distributed. Even though the amount over
the threshold decreases, it shows that after a certain quantity of iterations, the amount of connections will
stabilize. The stability can be seen occurring between the 5000 to 10000 iteration marks. At this point, it
can be considered that bootstrapping for this many iterations will generate an accurate representation of
the strength of the connections in the biclique nodes.

The random graphs represent the randomized data generated for the bootstrapping tests. A lot more nodes
are under the threshold: nearly all in lower bootstrapping rates). This shows that a random graph will not
necessarily match the rates of an organized graph. These random graphs are based on choosing a random
member from each side of a bipartite graph and creating an edge. This leads to actually creating bicliques
based on these associations. Attempting this on a graph generated from each member having its own random
factor, then creating edges from members reaching a certain threshold will generate a graph with hardly
any bicliques. The first version used generated an equivalent number of bicliques with only 25% of the edge
count of the original data. The second version, which was not used to generate a graph, generated only .2%
of the biclique count (50 versus 18000) with the roughly same amount of edges as the original data. In both
test runs of the random graph generator, the bootstrapper only had a sizeable amount of connections above
threshold by bootstrapping at 75%. The original data yields better results with lower bootstrapping values
(25%, 50%).
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The last graph shows the result of bootstrapping a permutation test of the original data. The edges were
shuffled around, and the biclique total reached over 90,000. The bootstrapper needed more time than
the original graph to connect the edges to the nodes. The graph shows that its values stabilize at lower
proportions compared to the other data. The bootstrapper still appears to become less accurate with
increasing iterations similar to the original data, but with lower percentages across the different threshold
rates. The result of these tests indicate that the permutated data contains a structure related to the original
data but not as connected, since randomizing edges can create a much more differently interconnected set
of nodes.

By inspecting one of the nodes, we can get more details about the articles contained within them. The
bootstrapper maintains the list of articles (organized by PubMed’s PMCID) for each biclique node. One
group seen in the main experiment graph contains the following:

• Increased heart rate

• Cardiomyopathy

• Dilated cardiomyopathy

• Cardiovascular system phenotype

• Congestive heart failure

These ontology terms focus on heart-related issues that can result in death. Surprisingly, none of the articles
in this group have the same authors. When the dilated cardiomyopathy term is removed, three more articles
become part of the group. These articles do not have repeating authors either. Overall, the articles mostly
describe heart-related diseases, cases and mortality rates.

6 Conclusion

The data shows that bootstrapping the relations between ontology terms and scientific abstracts reveals
that they have a significantly different structure than completely randomly generated bipartite graphs. The
phenome mapping technique, when applied to the terms and abstracts, reveals useful connections in terms
of relevance of different ontology terms. While the 12 term node is only related through one abstract, nodes
in the middle of the data indicate smaller groups’ relations with a larger pool of articles. The bottom of
the graphs may not indicate as much information though, since one term may be associated with tens of
thousands of articles. Further projects can look at taking advantage of the relations in the center of the
graphs, for use in searching articles for relevant information according to how other articles scored containing
similar terms. Also, some further information could be obtainable by determining how to cluster the nodes,
since large graphs have a lot of dissimilar nodes, which causes the cruise-liner shape seen in the largest
branching diagrams.
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7 Appendix

Included are the source codes for the bootstrapping application.

7.1 Bootstrapper.cpp

/**

* bstrap.cpp

* Bootstrapper main method

*

* Input: biclique file and base portion of output filename

* Output: bootstrapped graph printouts

*

* Daniel Morillo

* December 16, 2010

*

**/

#include <iostream>

#include <fstream>

#include <set>

#include <string>

#include <time.h>

#include "BipartiteData.h"

#include "boost/algorithm/string.hpp"

using namespace std;

using namespace boost::algorithm;

int main(int argc,char* args[]){

//track the time spent in the program

// clock_t start,finish;

// start = clock();

//input file and output name are required

if(argc<3){

cout<<"Biclique file and output name are required.\n";

return 0;

}

string biclique_file(args[1]);

string outfile(args[2]);

//used for tracking file containing names for terms

bool useNames=false;

string namefile="";

bool blueOnly=false;

//threading options
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bool forceThread=false;

int threadChoice=-1;

//holds multiple iteration/threshold values

vector<int> iters;

vector<double> pers;

//options for printing out files

vector<int> branchprints;

vector<int> normalprints;

int tempint=0;

BipartiteData bd;

bool noMP=false;

//blue options maintain index number of iteration set that has blue-only option set

set<int> blueprints;

set<int> bluebranches;

//process options

for(int i=3;i<argc;i++){

string s = args[i];

if(iequals(s,"-prefix")&&i!=argc-1){

bd.prefix=args[i+1];

//threading processing

}else if(iequals(s,"-t")&&i!=argc-1){

forceThread=true;

threadChoice=atoi(args[i+1]);

i++;

//change coloring threshold

}else if(iequals(s,"-sig")&&i!=argc-1){

string values(args[i+1]);

vector<string> tok;

Tokenize(values,tok," ");

for(int j=0;j<(int)tok.size();j++){

//allow for multiple thresholds for printing variations

bd.sigvect.push_back(atof(tok[j].c_str()));

}

i++;

//supply a file containing term names (termID -> name)

}else if(iequals(s,"-name")&&i!=argc-1){

useNames=true;

string t(args[i+1]);

i++;

namefile=t;
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//print trees of nodes

}else if(iequals(s,"-print")&&i!=argc-1){

tempint=atoi(args[i+1]);

normalprints.push_back(tempint);

i++;

//blue-only version of -print

}else if(iequals(s,"-printblue")&&i!=argc-1){

tempint=atoi(args[i+1]);

normalprints.push_back(tempint);

blueprints.insert((int)normalprints.size()-1);

i++;

//print branches of nodes

}else if(iequals(s,"-printbranch")&&i!=argc-2){

tempint=atoi(args[i+1]);

branchprints.push_back(tempint);

tempint=atoi(args[i+2]);

branchprints.push_back(tempint);

i++;

i++;

//blue-only version of -printbranch

}else if(iequals(s,"-printbranchblue")&&i!=argc-2){

tempint=atoi(args[i+1]);

branchprints.push_back(tempint);

tempint=atoi(args[i+2]);

branchprints.push_back(tempint);

bluebranches.insert((int)((branchprints.size()-2)));

i++;

i++;

//specify iterations and bootstrap percent inside quotes, "100 .25"

}else if(iequals(s,"-i")&&i!=argc-1){

string t(args[i+1]);

vector<string> tok;

Tokenize(t,tok," \t");

for(int i=0;i+1<(int)tok.size();i+=2){

tempint = atoi(tok[i].c_str());

if(tempint==0){

cout<<"Cannot use 0 as an iteration amount.\n";

cout<<"Please make sure each set of bootstrap parameters is in <iterationAmount>(space)<samplingRate> format.\n";

return 0;

}

iters.push_back(tempint);

pers.push_back(atof(tok[i+1].c_str()));

}

}

}

//check if iterations were specified, otherwise report and quit
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if(iters.empty()){

cout<<"No iterations were specified (-i \"<iterations> <samplingRate>\", usage example: -i \"100 .5\"). Exiting.\n";

return 0;

}

//set up default threshold vector

if(bd.sigvect.empty())

bd.sigvect.push_back(.5);

time_t temp_t = time(NULL);

//default to tree printing if needed

if(branchprints.empty()&&normalprints.empty()){

normalprints.push_back(-1);

}

//load biclique file with no node size exclusions

bd.lowlimit=0;

if(bd.loadBicliques(biclique_file.c_str())){

cout<<"Could not load biclique file \""<<biclique_file<<"\".\n";

return 0;

}

//load naming file

if(useNames && bd.loadTermNames(namefile.c_str())){

cout<<"Could not load name file \""<<namefile<<"\".\n";

return 0;

}

//get processor count or default to one thread

int procs = boost::thread::hardware_concurrency();

if(forceThread)

procs=threadChoice;

if(procs<1)

procs = 1;

//run for each set of iterations

for(int i=0;i<(int)iters.size();i++){

cout<<"\n### Run #"<<i+1<<"/"<<iters.size()<<": "<<iters[i]<<","<<pers[i]<<endl;

//obtain total iterations for reference

int itertotal = iters[i];

bd.iteration_total = itertotal;

bd.clearLinks();

//threading setup

if(procs>1){

IterThread* threads = new IterThread[procs];

//split iterations between each processor

int itersingle = iters[i]/procs;
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int* ithold = new int[procs];

for(int p=0;p<procs;p++)

ithold[p]=itersingle;

//split remainder evenly among processors

int iterremaining = iters[i]-itersingle*procs;

int itemp=0;

while(iterremaining>0){

ithold[itemp]++;

iterremaining--;

itemp++;

itemp=itemp%procs;

}

//set up data pointers and start thread

for(int p=0;p<procs;p++){

unsigned int val = (unsigned int)(temp_t);

//shifting only good up to 32 cores (unsigned int seed)

int shift = (7*p)%32;

unsigned int val2 = (val << shift) | (val >> (32 - shift));

threads[p].setIterations(ithold[p]);

threads[p].attachData(&bd.bicliques,&bd.links,&bd.termset,pers[i],val2);

threads[p].id=p;

threads[p].start();

}

//wait for threads to finish

for(int p=0;p<procs;p++){

threads[p].join();

}

delete[] ithold;

delete[] threads;

}else

//no thread version

bd.iterateLinks(iters[i],pers[i]);

//print out each tree setup

int templimit=0;

//print out a diagram per threshold value given

//set up the output filename

stringstream s;

s<<outfile<<"_";

string temp1=s.str();

s.str("");

s<<iters[i]<<"_"<<pers[i]; //<<"_t"<<sigvect[k];

string temp2=s.str();

for(int j=0;j<(int)normalprints.size();j++){
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stringstream t;

t<<temp1;

if(blueprints.find(j)!=blueprints.end()){

t<<"blueonly_";

blueOnly=true;

}else

blueOnly=false;

t<<temp2<<"_p"<<j;

//positive values limit the tree’s starting points from the bottom

//3 = print all trees found until size 2 nodes are found

//negative values limit the tree’s starting points from the top

//-3 = print all trees in the top 3 sizes

if(normalprints[j]<0)

templimit=bd.max_biclique_size+normalprints[j];

else

templimit=normalprints[j];

cout<<"Printing diagrams (group "<<j+1<<")\n";

bd.outputDot(t.str().c_str(),templimit,blueOnly);

}

//print out branching diagrams

for(int j=0;j<(int)branchprints.size();j+=2){

stringstream t;

t<<temp1;

if(bluebranches.find(j)!=bluebranches.end()){

t<<"blueonly_";

blueOnly=true;

}else

blueOnly=false;

t<<temp2<<"_b"<<j/2;

//values work similar to tree setup

if(branchprints[j]<0)

templimit=bd.max_biclique_size+branchprints[j];

else

templimit=branchprints[j];

//second parameter controls limit on nodes being used for branching

//positive = node size

//negative = nodes size from the top

int lowlimit = 0;

if(branchprints[j+1]<0)

lowlimit = bd.max_biclique_size+branchprints[j+1];

else

lowlimit = branchprints[j+1];

cout<<"Printing branching diagrams (group "<<j/2+1<<")\n";
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bd.branchOutputDot(t.str().c_str(),lowlimit,templimit,blueOnly);

}

}

//enable at top for time tracking

// finish=clock();

// cout<<"Ran for duration: "<<finish-start<<endl;

}
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7.2 BipartiteData.h

#ifndef BIPARTITEDATA_H

#define BIPARTITEDATA_H

/**

* BipartiteData.h

* Contains classes for managing a bipartite graph and its bicliques.

*

* Daniel Morillo

* December 16, 2010

*

**/

#include <iostream>

#include <fstream>

#include <sstream>

#include <set>

#include <map>

#include <time.h>

#include <vector>

#include <string>

#include "Stringmisc.h"

#include "Setmisc.h"

#include "boost/thread.hpp"

#include <boost/random/mersenne_twister.hpp>

#include <boost/random/uniform_int.hpp>

#include <boost/random/variate_generator.hpp>

using namespace std;

/**

* Biclique class

*

* Holds the grouping of terms and articles for a specific biclique.

*/

class Biclique{

public:

set<int> terms;

set<int> articles;

int groupsize;

int id;

set<Biclique*> children;

set<Biclique*> parents;

set<Biclique*> nephews;

int touched;

};

/**
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* DirectedLink

*

* Represents a directed edge connecting bicliques together in a phenome map.

*/

class DirectedLink{

public:

int start;

int end;

int counter;

int id;

};

/**

* BipartiteData

*

* Holds biclique and phenome map information, and generates bootstrapped data.

*/

class BipartiteData{

public:

//set of edges in phenome map

//uniqueID -> edge

map<int,DirectedLink> links;

//set of bicliques grouped by size of term ID set

//size -> group of bicliques with same size

map<int,set<Biclique*> > termgroups;

map<int,set<DirectedLink*> > bicliqueToLink;

//set of all bicliques

//uniqueID -> biclique

map<int,Biclique> bicliques;

//mapping of links to bicliques

//term ID -> primary term name

map<int,string> termnames;

//set containing all known terms

set<int> termset;

//temporary set containing current terms used in iteration

set<int> currentterms;

//reminder of largest biclique

int max_biclique_size;

//used to divide edge counters for bootstrap values

int iteration_total;

//check if names were loaded

bool hasnames;

//limitation on size of bicliques loaded

int lowlimit;

//vector containing term IDs for random access

vector<int> termvect;

//value to consider coloring nodes blue instead of red, default .5

double sigvalue;

vector<double> sigvect;
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//prefix to print out in front of terms

string prefix;

//mersenne twister

boost::mt19937 gen;

//constructor seeds random number generator

BipartiteData(){

//for single-threaded iterations

gen.seed((unsigned int)time(NULL));

// srand((unsigned int)time(NULL));

sigvalue=.5;

prefix="";

}

//Places input file into mapping of term IDs to strings

int loadTermNames(const char* filename){

ifstream in(filename);

if(!in.is_open())

return 1;

cout<<"Loading "<<filename<<"...\n";

hasnames=true;

while(!in.eof()){

string buffer;

getline(in,buffer);

vector<string> tok;

Tokenize(buffer,tok,"\t\r\n");

if(tok.size()<2)continue;

//first name entered is the one used

termnames.insert(pair<int,string>(atoi(tok[0].c_str()),tok[1]));

}

return 0;

}

//loads bicliques into memory

int loadBicliques(const char* filename){

max_biclique_size=0;

ifstream in(filename);

if(!in.is_open()){

return 1;

}

cout<<"Loading "<<filename<<"...\n";

int counter=0;

int linecounter=0;

while(!in.eof()){

vector<string> tokens;

vector<string> tokens2;

string buffer;

getline(in,buffer);
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if(buffer.length()<1)continue;

//reverse tokens2 and tokens to switch terms/abstracts order

Tokenize(buffer,tokens2,"\t");

getline(in,buffer);

Tokenize(buffer,tokens,"\t");

Biclique b;

//use if wanting to limit the size of bicliques allowed

// if((int)tokens.size()<lowlimit)continue;

//get term IDs

for(int i=0;i<(int)tokens.size();i++){

int t = atoi(tokens[i].c_str());

b.terms.insert(t);

termset.insert(t);

termvect.push_back(t);

}

//get article IDs

for(int i=0;i<(int)tokens2.size();i++){

b.articles.insert(atoi(tokens2[i].c_str()));

}

//update total count

linecounter++;

if(linecounter%100==0){

cout<<"Biclique #"<<linecounter<<"..."<<endl;

}

b.id=counter;

b.groupsize=(int)tokens.size();

b.touched=0;

//add new node to size group

if(max_biclique_size<b.groupsize)

max_biclique_size=b.groupsize;

bicliques.insert(pair<int,Biclique>(counter,b));

Biclique* bp = &(bicliques.find(counter)->second);

insertIntoGroup<int,Biclique*>(bp,b.groupsize,termgroups);

counter++;

}

in.close();

cout<<"Connecting bicliques...\n";

connectBicliques();

cout<<"Connecting links...\n";

connectLinks();

return 0;

}
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//creates DirectedLink objects from bicliques

int connectLinks(){

int dlcounter=0;

//iterate through each biclique node and connect it in a new DirectedLink object

for(map<int,Biclique>::iterator it = bicliques.begin();it!=bicliques.end();it++){

Biclique& b = it->second;

if(!b.children.empty()){

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it2 = b.children.begin();

it2!=b.children.end();

it2++){

DirectedLink dl;

dl.id=dlcounter;

dl.counter=0;

dl.start=b.id;

dl.end=(*it2)->id;

links.insert(pair<int,DirectedLink>(dlcounter,dl));

DirectedLink* dltemp = &(links.find(dlcounter)->second);

dlcounter++;

}

}

}

//add links to biclique->link list

for(map<int,DirectedLink>::iterator it = links.begin();it!=links.end();it++){

DirectedLink* test = &(it->second);

insertIntoGroup<int,DirectedLink*>(test,it->second.start,bicliqueToLink);

insertIntoGroup<int,DirectedLink*>(test,it->second.end,bicliqueToLink);

}

return 0;

}

//recursively makes biclique connections

set<Biclique*> recursiveConnect(Biclique& b){

set<Biclique*> children;

set<Biclique*> nephews;

//work backwards until finished

for(int i=b.groupsize-1;i>0;i--){

map<int,set<Biclique*> >::iterator it = termgroups.find(i);

if(it==termgroups.end())continue;

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it2 = it->second.begin();it2!=it->second.end();it2++){

Biclique& current = *(*it2);

//check for biclique being a subset of node above

if(is_propersubset<int>(current.terms,b.terms)){

if(is_disjoint<Biclique*>(children,current.parents) && is_disjoint<Biclique*>(nephews,current.parents)){

//if the node is somehow related, it gets added

current.parents.insert(&b);

children.insert(&current);
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//update nephew groups (unused in this setup)

if(!current.touched){

//get child nodes for this node if it’s not already done

set<Biclique*> btemp = recursiveConnect(current);

nephews.insert(btemp.begin(),btemp.end());

}else{

nephews.insert(current.children.begin(),current.children.end());

nephews.insert(current.nephews.begin(),current.nephews.end());

}

}

}

}

}

b.children.insert(children.begin(),children.end());

b.nephews.insert(nephews.begin(),nephews.end());

b.touched=1;

children.insert(nephews.begin(),nephews.end());

return children;

}

//connects biclique data together

int connectBicliques(){

cout<<termgroups.size()<<" size groups to connect..."<<endl;

//start from bottom and move up, uses memoization

for(map<int,set<Biclique*> >::iterator it = termgroups.begin();it!=termgroups.end();it++){

if(it->first<lowlimit)continue;

cout<<"Connecting groups of size "<<it->first<<"..."<<endl;

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it2 = it->second.begin();it2!=it->second.end();it2++){

Biclique& b = *(*it2);

if(!b.touched)

//process node unless already done

recursiveConnect(b);

}

}

return 0;

}

//selects a subset of term IDs according to the bootstrapping rate

int randomizeTerms(double percent){

boost::uniform_int<> dist(0, (int)termset.size()-1);

boost::variate_generator<boost::mt19937&, boost::uniform_int<> > roller(gen, dist);

currentterms.clear();

int sz = (int)termset.size();

int amount = (int)(sz*percent);

//randomly select a term with replacement and place it in the set

//if selected again, a term has no extra effect on weighting

for(int i=0;i<amount;i++){

// int c = rand()%sz;

int c=roller();
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currentterms.insert(termvect[c]);

}

return 0;

}

//perform bootstrapping iterations

void iterateLinks(int amount,double percent){

iteration_total=amount;

for(int i=0;i<amount;i++){

if((i+1)%50==0){

cout<<"Iteration "<<i+1<<"..."<<endl;

}

//get bootstrap set

randomizeTerms(percent);

//generate intersections

map<int,set<int> > combinations;

for(map<int,Biclique>::iterator it = bicliques.begin();it!=bicliques.end();it++){

set<int> temp;

intersect<int>(it->second.terms,currentterms,temp);

combinations.insert(pair<int,set<int> >(it->first,temp));

}

//check links for endpoint being a subset of start point

for(map<int,DirectedLink>::iterator it = links.begin();it!=links.end();it++){

set<int>& newterm1 = combinations.find(it->second.start)->second;

set<int>& newterm2 = combinations.find(it->second.end)->second;

//use is_equalset for a slightly different distribution

// if(!newterm1.empty() && !newterm2.empty() && !is_equalset<int>(newterm1,newterm2)){

if(!newterm1.empty() && !newterm2.empty() && is_propersubset<int>(newterm2,newterm1)){

it->second.counter++;

}

}

}

}

//header for output file, dot format

//based on output file from ODE site

void outputDotHeader(ostream& out){

out<<"digraph G{\n";

out<<" splines=true;\n";

out<<" epsilon=.1; maxiter=100;\n";

out<<" node [shape=box, style=filled, color=black, fillcolor=\"#ccffcc\", fontname=\"Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif\", fontsize=\"10px\"];\n";

out<<" edge [fontcolor=black, penwidth = 2];\n";

out<<" ranksep=2;\n";

}

//footer for output file

void outputDotFooter(ostream& out){
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out<<"}\n";

}

//collect the nodes visible for printing (branch), depth first; breadth first needs extra structures for tracking

//if needed, the blue-only printing can be expanded here to limit searches in the branching ahead of time

//currently, the blue-only check happens during the threshold loops during dot file printing

void collectNodes(Biclique& b, set<int>& inc, set<int>& resume,set<int>& used,set<int>& sizes,int low,int depth){

//windows computer breaks call stack after 9000 recursions

//save rest of items for a later call

if(depth>=6000){

resume.insert(b.id);

return;

}

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it = b.parents.begin();it!=b.parents.end();it++){

Biclique& b2 = *(*it);

if(inc.find(b2.id)!=inc.end())continue;

if(b2.groupsize<low)continue;

//mark current node before recursion

sizes.insert(b2.groupsize);

inc.insert(b2.id);

used.insert(b2.id);

collectNodes(b2,inc,resume,used,sizes,low,depth+1);

}

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it = b.children.begin();it!=b.children.end();it++){

Biclique& b2 = *(*it);

if(inc.find(b2.id)!=inc.end())continue;

if(b2.groupsize<low)continue;

//mark current node before recursion

sizes.insert(b2.groupsize);

inc.insert(b2.id);

used.insert(b2.id);

collectNodes(b2,inc,resume,used,sizes,low,depth+1);

}

}

//print out a branching diagram

//lowerEndThreshold = starting point limit

//nodeSizeThreshold = branching lower limit

void branchOutputDot(const char* filename, int lowerEndThreshold, int nodeSizeThreshold,bool blueOnly=false){

set<int> included;

set<int> resume;

set<int> used;

set<int> sizes;

int counter=1;

//iterate through all size groups

for(map<int,set<Biclique*> >::reverse_iterator it = termgroups.rbegin();it!=termgroups.rend();it++){

if(it->first<nodeSizeThreshold)continue;

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it2 = it->second.begin();it2!=it->second.end();it2++){

Biclique& b = *(*it2);
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//avoid unnecessary searches

if(used.find(b.id)!=used.end())continue;

cout<<"Outputting file #"<<counter<<"\n";

included.clear();

sizes.clear();

sizes.insert(b.groupsize);

included.insert(b.id);

used.insert(b.id);

//’used’ determines available starting points, ’included’ determines printable nodes

cout<<"Collecting nodes...\n";

collectNodes(b,included,resume,used,sizes,lowerEndThreshold,0);

//continue from points that had too much recursion

while(!resume.empty()){

Biclique& b2 = bicliques.find(*(resume.begin()))->second;

resume.erase(resume.begin());

collectNodes(b2,included,resume,used,sizes,lowerEndThreshold,0);

}

cout<<" Nodes collected: "<<included.size()<<"\n";

outputDot(filename,included,counter,sizes,blueOnly);

counter++;

}

}

}

//collects the nodes visible for printing (tree)

void collectNodes(Biclique& b, set<int>& used, set<int>& inc,set<int>& sizes){

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it = b.children.begin();it!=b.children.end();it++){

Biclique& b2 = *(*it);

sizes.insert(b2.groupsize);

used.insert(b2.id);

inc.insert(b2.id);

collectNodes(b2,used,inc,sizes);

}

}

//outputs top-down walk diagrams

//sizeThreshold = starting point limit

void outputDot(const char* filename, int sizeThreshold,bool blueOnly=false){

set<int> included;

set<int> sizes;

set<int> used;

int counter=1;

//iterate through all size groups

for(map<int,set<Biclique*> >::reverse_iterator it = termgroups.rbegin();it!=termgroups.rend();it++){

if(it->first<sizeThreshold)continue;

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it2 = it->second.begin();it2!=it->second.end();it2++){

Biclique& b =*(*it2);

//avoid unnecessary searches

if(used.find(b.id)!=used.end())continue;
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if(counter%100==0)

cout<<"Outputting file #"<<counter<<"\n";

included.clear();

included.insert(b.id);

used.insert(b.id);

//’used’ determines available starting points, ’included’ determines printable nodes

sizes.insert(b.groupsize);

collectNodes(b,used,included,sizes);

outputDot(filename,included,counter,sizes,blueOnly);

counter++;

}

}

}

//outputs a file based on selected nodes

//inc = nodes to check

//sizes = size groups to print brackets for

//checkThres = for blue-only maps

int outputDot(const char* filename, set<int>& inc, int current,set<int>& sizes, bool checkThres = false){

//iterate through each significant value used for thresholding

for(int z=0;z<(int)sigvect.size();z++){

sigvalue = sigvect[z];

//build filename

stringstream currentfile;

currentfile<<filename<<"_t"<<sigvalue<<"_file_"<<current<<".dot";

ofstream out(currentfile.str().c_str());

if(!out.is_open()){

cout<<"Could not open "<<currentfile.str()<<" for writing.";

return 1;

}

//output header

outputDotHeader(out);

//walk down size groups in reverse

for(map<int,set<Biclique*> >::reverse_iterator it=termgroups.rbegin();it!=termgroups.rend();it++){

if(sizes.find(it->first)==sizes.end())continue;

out<<" {rank=same;\n";

for(set<Biclique*>::iterator it2=it->second.begin();it2!=it->second.end();it2++){

Biclique& b = *(*it2);

//check if node is included in list for display

if(inc.find(b.id)==inc.end())continue;

//check if node is above threshold if enabled

if(checkThres){

//find edge involving current biclique

map<int,set<DirectedLink*> >::iterator ittemp = bicliqueToLink.find(b.id);
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if(ittemp==bicliqueToLink.end())continue;

set<DirectedLink*>& tempdl = ittemp->second;

bool found=false;

//check each edge attached to biclique for being above threshold

for(set<DirectedLink*>::iterator it0 = tempdl.begin();it0!=tempdl.end();it0++){

DirectedLink& dl = *(*it0);

if(inc.find(dl.start)==inc.end()||inc.find(dl.end)==inc.end())

continue;

if(dl.counter*1.0/iteration_total>=sigvalue){

found=true;

break;

}

}

//force blue only connections to print

if(!found)

continue;

}

stringstream s;

stringstream t;

//print out terms and names if available

for(set<int>::iterator itt = b.terms.begin();itt!=b.terms.end();itt++){

if(!t.str().empty()){

t<<"\\n";

}

//output prefix here

t<<prefix;

t<<*itt;

//name printing

if(hasnames&&termnames.find(*itt)!=termnames.end())

t<<":"<<termnames.find(*itt)->second;

}

//print out article count

t<<"\\n\\n("<<b.articles.size()<<" articles)";

//create dot node

s<<"Ph_node_"<<b.id<<" [label=\""<<t.str()<<"\"";

//items without parents have red rectangle

if(b.parents.empty())

s<<",color=red";

s<<"];\n";

out<<s.str();

}

out<<"}\n";

}
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//check links for used connections

for(map<int,DirectedLink>::iterator it = links.begin();it!=links.end();it++){

DirectedLink& dl = it->second;

if(inc.find(dl.start)==inc.end()||inc.find(dl.end)==inc.end())continue;

stringstream s;

//decimal is based on times found over total iterations

double res = dl.counter*1.0/iteration_total;

if(checkThres && res<sigvalue)continue;

//print out edge definition

s<<"Ph_node_"<<dl.start<<"->Ph_node_"<<dl.end<<" ["<<"label=\""<<res<<"\",color=";

//the significant value threshold (.5) determines color of the edge

if(res<sigvalue)

s<<"red";

else

s<<"blue";

s<<"];\n";

out<<s.str();

}

outputDotFooter(out);

out.close();

}

return 0;

}

//reset counter on DirectedLink objects between iterations

void clearLinks(){

for(map<int,DirectedLink>::iterator it = links.begin();it!=links.end();it++){

it->second.counter=0;

}

}

};

//mutex for saving values

boost::mutex simpleMutex;

/**

* IterThread

*

* Class that performs multithreaded iterations

*/

class IterThread{

public:

IterThread(){}

void start(){
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//starts a thread (method, class pointer) for threads inside a class

thr=boost::thread(&IterThread::proc,this);

}

void join(){

//blocks until finishing

thr.join();

}

//copies information over

void setIterations(int iter){

iterlimit=iter;

}

//connect pointers to data

void attachData(map<int,Biclique>* b,map<int,DirectedLink>* l,set<int>* t,double p,unsigned int startdata){

bicliques = b;

links = l;

percent=p;

termset = t;

//set up vector for random access

for(set<int>::iterator i = termset->begin();i!=termset->end();i++){

termvect.push_back(*i);

}

starttime=startdata;

}

void proc(){

//mersenne twister with a distribution of 0-(size of terms-1)

boost::mt19937 gen(starttime);

boost::uniform_int<> dist(0, (int)termset->size()-1);

boost::variate_generator<boost::mt19937&, boost::uniform_int<> > roller(gen, dist);

// srand(stime);

stringstream t;

t<<"Proc "<<id<<" starting...\n";

cout<<t.str();

set<int> currentterms;

int sz = (int)(termset->size()*percent);

//maintain separate accounts of counters changing

map<int,int> linktotal;

//perform intersections and store them

map<int,set<int> > combinations;

for(int i=0;i<(int)links->size();i++){

linktotal.insert(pair<int,int>(i,0));

}

for(int i=0;i<(int)bicliques->size();i++){

set<int> temp;

combinations.insert(pair<int,set<int> >(i,temp));

}
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for(int i=0;i<iterlimit;i++){

//print out line without mutex

if((i+1)%50==0){

stringstream s;

s<<id<<": Iteration "<<i+1<<"...\n";

cout<<s.str();

}

//reset random subset

currentterms.clear();

//create bootstrap list

for(int i = 0;i<sz;i++){

// int temp = rand()%((int)termset->size());

int temp=roller();

currentterms.insert(termvect[temp]);

}

//intersect all nodes with bootstrap list

for(map<int,Biclique>::iterator it = bicliques->begin();it!=bicliques->end();it++){

map<int,set<int> >::iterator it2 = combinations.find(it->first);

it2->second.clear();

intersect<int>(it->second.terms,currentterms,it2->second);

}

//check each connection for remaining valid groups

for(map<int,DirectedLink>::iterator it = links->begin();it!=links->end();it++){

set<int>& newterm1 = combinations.find(it->second.start)->second;

set<int>& newterm2 = combinations.find(it->second.end)->second;

//if endpoint is a proper subset of startpoint, increment counter

//use is_equalset for a slightly different distribution

// if(!newterm1.empty() && !newterm2.empty() && !is_equalset<int>(newterm1,newterm2)){

if(!newterm1.empty() && !newterm2.empty() && is_propersubset<int>(newterm2,newterm1)){

linktotal.find(it->first)->second++;

}

}

}

//update main link counters after all iterations complete

simpleMutex.lock();

for(map<int,DirectedLink>::iterator it = links->begin();it!=links->end();it++){

map<int,int>::iterator it2 = linktotal.find(it->first);

it->second.counter+=it2->second;

}

simpleMutex.unlock();

t.str("");

t<<"Proc "<<id<<" finishing ("<<iterlimit<<")\n";

cout<<t.str();

}
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//seed time

unsigned int starttime;

//random access of term set

vector<int> termvect;

//pointer to biclique (read-only implied)

map<int,Biclique>* bicliques;

//pointer to links (mutex used for writing)

map<int,DirectedLink>* links;

//pointer to terms (read-only implied)

set<int>* termset;

//iteration data

double percent;

int iterlimit;

//thread reference

boost::thread thr;

//thread id

int id;

};

#endif
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7.3 Stringmisc.h

#ifndef STRINGMISC_H

#define STRINGMISC_H

/**

* Stringmisc.h

* Miscellaneous string functions (only one)

*

* Daniel Morillo

* December 16, 2010

*

**/

#include <string>

#include <vector>

using namespace std;

//C++ tokenizing function from oopweb.com

void Tokenize(const string& str,

vector<string>& tokens,

const string& delimiters = " ");

#endif
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7.4 Stringmisc.cpp

#include "Stringmisc.h"

void Tokenize(const string& str,

vector<string>& tokens,

const string& delimiters){

// Skip delimiters at beginning.

string::size_type lastPos = str.find_first_not_of(delimiters, 0);

// Find first "non-delimiter".

string::size_type pos = str.find_first_of(delimiters, lastPos);

while (string::npos != pos || string::npos != lastPos){

// Found a token, add it to the vector.

tokens.push_back(str.substr(lastPos, pos - lastPos));

// Skip delimiters. Note the "not_of"

lastPos = str.find_first_not_of(delimiters, pos);

// Find next "non-delimiter"

pos = str.find_first_of(delimiters, lastPos);

}

}
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7.5 Setmisc.h

#ifndef SETMISC_H

#define SETMISC_H

/**

* Setmisc.h

* Some templates for performing set operations.

*

* Daniel Morillo

* December 16, 2010

*

**/

#include <set>

#include <map>

using namespace std;

/**

* is_subset

*

* Check if set A is a subset of set B.

*/

template<class T>

inline bool is_subset(set<T>& a,set<T>& b){

typename set<T>::iterator i = a.begin();

typename set<T>::iterator j = b.begin();

int count=0;

while(i!=a.end() && j!=b.end()){

if(*i<*j){

return false;

}else if(*i>*j){

j++;

}else{

count++;

i++;

j++;

}

}

if(i!=a.end())

return false;

if(count)

return true;

return false;

}

/**

* is_propersubset

*
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* Check if A is a proper subset of B. (doesn’t include empty/full subset)

*/

template<class T>

inline bool is_propersubset(set<T>& a,set<T>& b){

if(a.size()==b.size())return false;

typename set<T>::iterator i = a.begin();

typename set<T>::iterator j = b.begin();

int count=0;

while(i!=a.end() && j!=b.end()){

if(*i<*j){

return false;

}else if(*i>*j){

j++;

}else{

count++;

i++;

j++;

}

}

if(i!=a.end())

return false;

if(count)

return true;

return false;

}

/**

* is_disjoint

*

* Check for an empty intersection between two sets.

*/

template<class T>

inline bool is_disjoint(set<T>& a,set<T>& b){

typename set<T>::iterator i = a.begin();

typename set<T>::iterator j = b.begin();

while(i!=a.end() && j!=b.end()){

if(*i<*j){

i++;

}else if(*i>*j){

j++;

}else{

return false;

}

}

return true;

}

/**

* insertIntoGroup

*

* Inserts an item into a key->set<item> mapping and creates a new set if the key didn’t exist.
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*/

template<class K, class T>

inline void insertIntoGroup(T& v,K& a,map<K,set<T> >& b){

typename map<K,set<T> >::iterator iter = b.find(a);

if(iter==b.end()){

set<T> dlsettemp;

dlsettemp.insert(v);

b.insert(pair<K,set<T> >(a,dlsettemp));

}else{

iter->second.insert(v);

}

}

/**

* is_equalset

*

* Check for equality between sets.

*/

template<class T>

inline bool is_equalset(set<T>& a,set<T>& b){

typename set<T>::iterator i = a.begin();

typename set<T>::iterator j = b.begin();

int count = 0;

while(i!=a.end() && j!=b.end()){

if(*i<*j){

return false;

}else if(*i>*j){

return false;

}else{

i++;

j++;

}

}

if(i!=a.end()||j!=b.end())return false;

return true;

}

/**

* intersect (3 arg)

*

* Intersects A and B and deposits results into C.

* Saves trouble with copy constructing large sets.

*/

template<class T>

inline void intersect(set<T>& a,set<T>& b,set<T>& c){

typename set<T>::iterator i = a.begin();

typename set<T>::iterator j = b.begin();

while(i!=a.end() && j!=b.end()){

if(*i<*j){

i++;

}else if(*i>*j){
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j++;

}else{

c.insert(*i);

i++;

j++;

}

}

}

#endif
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